Thyroid Tuberculosis Mimicking an Anaplastic Carcinoma: A Rare Presentation
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Abstract

Isolated tuberculosis of the thyroid gland is extremely rare with a few reported cases so far. When it does occur, it may seem difficult to diagnose due to non-specific and various clinical manifestations of tuberculosis thyroiditis. Thyroid Tuberculosis simulating an anaplastic carcinoma appears to be the rarest and the most dangerous presentation. We report a case of a 70 year-old female who presented with a left lateral neck swelling for 4 months duration with no compression signs neither thyroid dysfunction nor other associated general signs. Cervical CT scan showed a left heterogeneous lateral neck mass invading the isthmus and the left thyroid lobe plunging into the subclavicular region which was consistent with an anaplastic carcinoma. Histopathological examination was compatible with tuberculosis. The patient was then put under anti-tubercular drug treatment for 6 months duration with a remarkable clinical improvement.
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Introduction

Tuberculosis is a chronic bacterial infection caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis organisms. Thyroid Tuberculosis (TTB) is a rare extra pulmonary form of tuberculosis, initially described by Lebert in 1862 [1]. The incidence of TTB is estimated to be 0.1-1% in clinical series and between 2 and 7% on autopsy data [2-3]. The presence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis or the existence of specific histological lesions in the thyroid tissue defines the diagnosis of TTB [2]. This entity may have various clinical manifestations which makes the diagnosis difficult. Antituberculous drugs are the mainstay of treatment that often lead to a complete resolution of the infection and the prognosis depends on other associated sites. The aim of our work is to present a rare form of thyroid tuberculosis mimicking an anaplastic thyroid carcinoma and we discuss through a brief review of the literature the diagnosis and management modalities of the disease.

A Case Presentation

A 70 year-old female, with a medical history of high blood pressure and Diabetes Mellitus under treatment and no personal history of tuberculosis was referred to the otorhinolaryngology clinic with a complaint of a left lateral neck swelling evolving gradually for 2 months with no associated difficulty in swallowing or breathing. She also complained of a low-grade fever and weight loss during this period. On local examination, there was a solid to firm left mass measuring approximately 4cm of large diameter, fixed to both underlying structures and the overlying skin, with a slightly inflammatory appearance of this latter (Figure 1). Cervical CT scan showed a left lateral mass infiltrating the isthmus and the left thyroid lobe and plunging into the subclavicular region with a heterogeneous density appearance and irregular blurred contours. The process invaded also the subcutaneous tissues and deflected the trachea to the right side (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Left cervical mass with infiltrated and inflammatory skin.

Figure 2: Neck CT scan- axial sections- Left cervical tissue mass invading the isthmus and the left lobe of the thyroid gland extending to the sub clavicular region.
An incisional biopsy was performed. The histopathologic study revealed a very fibrous inflammatory tissue with a large area of granulomatous inflammation with so many epithelioid cells and giant cells inside, and a focus of necrosis which was compatible with Tuberculosis despite the absence of acid fast bacilli in the specimen. Chest radiography showed no abnormalities and Gram stains on expectorations were negative. 4 weeks later, bacteriological cultures of the specimen were positive for Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The patient was put under Antituberculous drugs before having the results of the culture: a combination of Rifampicin, Isoniazid and Pyrazinamide for 2 months followed by Rifampicin and Isoniazid for 4 months. The patient remained asymptomatic and euthyroid till the last follow-up/ 2 months after completion of the treatment. The mass decreased enormously in size at that time.

Discussion

Tuberculosis of the thyroid gland is a very rare entity even in endemic countries such as Morocco. Initially described by Lebert in 1862 [1]. The exact prevalence of TTB varies from 0.1 to 1% of all cases, and ranges from 0.6 to 1.15% of FNACs results when performed for isolated thyroid node in endemic areas (India). Mean age of onset is around third to fourth decades with females being the most affected [4]. The scarcity of this entity may be explained by so many resistive mechanisms of the thyroid gland including bactericidal property of colloid material, increased vascularity, the presence of iodine in the thyroid gland and the anti-tuberculous activity of thyroid hormones [5-6]. Recently, the incidence of thyroid tuberculosis seems increasing due to the routine practice of fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) which had an important impact on its diagnosis and management.

TTB may be primary when isolated or secondary when associated with a disseminated disease which spreads directly from adjacent organs or by hematogenous route [6-7]. In our case, we reported a case of isolated TTB without other clinically or radiologically demonstrated locations. The diagnosis of TTB remains difficult except when clinical or biological indications (Tuberculosis contagion, personal or family history of tuberculosis, cutaneous fistula on physical examination, long duration of fever, associated inflammatory syndrome or other tuberculous sites such as pulmonary or lymph node tuberculosis) are present. Moreover, TTB may take several clinical aspects of a thyroid involvement, the patient may present with subacute thyroiditis, thyroid abscesses or fever of unknown origin, multi nodular goiter or only an isolated nodule. It can also mimic thyroid malignancy as patient may have dysphagia, dysphonia and laryngeal nerve palsy [8]. An anaplastic carcinoma's presentation is exceptional [9]. An interesting point to note is that general signs may be lacking during the course of the disease.

At the onset of the disease, hyperthyroidism may occur as a result of the destruction of the parenchyma and the massive release of thyroid hormones. Subsequently, hypothyroidism may appear by a total destruction of the gland. Dysfunction of the thyroid gland in TTB is rarely reported. In most cases, thyroid function is normal [10], only 3 cases of hypothyroidism have been described [6-11], and one patient presented transient thyrotoxicosis preceding hypothyroidism [11]. The imaging techniques (Ultrasonography, thyroid CT or MRI) are not very useful in diagnosis. USG may show a frank abscess with internal echoes or hypoechoic or heterogeneous lesion similar to neoplastic lesion [12]. Most often, Cervical CT findings show an isolated nodule or heterogeneous multifocal goiter or a hypodense lesion with peripheral enhanced contours after contrast material injection. The presence of cervical lymphadenopathy is possible [13]. Radiological imaging still indicate precisely the thyroid origin of the lesion, specify its solid or liquid nature and its extension to the adjacent structures.

The diagnosis is usually made by FNAC or after histopathological examination of the resected surgical specimen when FNAC is negative [10]. The characteristic finding of epithelioid cell granulomas with caseous necrosis and acid fast bacilli provides an accurate cytological and bacteriological diagnosis [14]. Demonstration of central caseous necrosis on a biopsy is also a definite diagnostic feature [10] with Acid fast bacilli, if demonstrated ascertain the diagnosis. However, these remain non demonstrable in most TTB specimens [15]. In the present case, caseous necrosis with granulomas revealed on a biopsy sample has made the diagnosis of TTB.

Thyroid tuberculosis should be considered as a differential diagnosis of all thyroid diseases including an infectious thyroiditis or a subacute granulomatous thyroiditis. Granulomatous inflammation of thyroid can occur in TB, sarcoidosis, granulomatous thyroiditis, fungal infections or foreign body reactions. TTB should also be differentiated from thyroid malignancy but these two conditions may coexist [7]. Classic treatment of TTB has been based on antituberculous drugs associated with surgical drainage or removal of affected parts of the thyroid gland. Presently, only an appropriate antituberculous treatment is recommended and is sufficient for complete resolution of the infection [16]. Drainage or a surgical resection is required in the case of TTB associated with a large abscess. The medical treatment is based on the combination of three powerful antituberculous drugs: rifampin (R), isoniazid (H) and pyrazinamide (Z) [17,18]. In our case, we applied the protocol 2HRHZ / 4 HR with a remarkable clinical improvement after 2 months of the start of treatment. Patients developing sequelae of hypothyroidism require hormone replacement therapy and it should be prescribed based on the rate of TSH [18].

Conclusion

Though a rare entity, tuberculosis of the thyroid gland should be kept in mind especially in endemic countries. The diagnosis
of TTB must be considered while managing a patient with a thyroid mass. As anti-tuberculosis therapy is efficacious, proper diagnosis by FNAC and histopathological examination could avoid aberrant diagnosis and eventually unnecessary surgical interventions. Prognosis of TTB is usually favorable, depends mainly on the severity of other tuberculous locations.
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